
Project Overview
Simandou will become the largest integrated iron ore mine and infrastructure 
project developed in Guinea, West Africa. Titan ICT Consultants were engaged 
to utilise their Enterprise Architecture expertise, ICT capability and knowledge 
of mining operations to support Rio Tinto in ensuring that all infrastructure and 
application development aligned with business objectives from construction to 
first ore shipment and beyond.

Challenge
Rio Tinto’s ICT systems encompass the mine, port and rail operations  
encompassing multiple administrative, technology and services domains.

The Simandou region consists of mountainous terrain and dense jungle.  The 
wet season spans three months of the year experiencing heavy rain and  
lightning activity.

Multiple stakeholders are involved in ensuring the project’s success including: 
Rio Tinto, Government of Guinea, CHINALCO, International Finance  
Corporation, Institution of World Bank Group and the EPCM. 

Rio Tinto is a long term partner in Guinea with planned investment in public 
infrastructure, the community and environment.

Client:  Rio Tinto
Project Name: Simandou Project
Completion:  2013

CASE STUDY
ENTERPRISE ARCHITECTURE

Benefits
Enterprise Architecture is 
an essential tool to reduce 
risk due to changes to the 
business. Proven principles 
enable the technology envi-
ronment to adapt and ensure 
alignment with the business 
objectives. 

Solution
Titan ICT’s Rapid EA Cycle 
coupled with industry refer-
ence models enabled the 
development of an enterprise 
specific technical roadmap 
that can adapt to changing 
business needs.

Challenge 
Ensure that technology 
aligns with current and future 
business objectives and 
performs in a multiple operat-
ing environment with harsh 
conditions. 
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Solution
Titan ICT’s Rapid EA Cycle which is based on The Open 
Group Architecture Framework (TOGAF) and its expe-
rience in many industry sectors including mining was 
instrumental in supporting Rio Tinto’s Enterprise Architec-
ture vision and development providing:

The Business Reference model
• Describing how the enterprise currently executes 

business
• Discovering the business drivers which in turn estab-

lish goals which are achieved by measurable objec-
tives

The Capability Reference model
• Identifying the existing capabilities of the business
• Pinpoint gaps in capability which require addressing

The Technical Transformation Roadmap
• Enabling the technology transition from the current 

mode of operation to the target architecture
• Ensuring the technical direction maintains alignment 

with business objectives
• Identifying risk prior to execution of activities enabling 

mitigating actions
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Disclaimer 
The  author  does  not  represent  himself  as  competent  professional  except  for  the  planning,  design  and  implementation  of Telecommunications and Information Technology 
systems, networks and practice. Any statement provided which may be of a legal nature is only offered as an opinion based on the author’s understanding of the law and how it may 
apply.  The  author  has  made  every  effort  to  identify  all  relevant  and  available  source  data  in  the  preparation  of  this  document.  All  surveys, forecasts,  projections  and  
recommendations  are  made  in  good  faith  on  the  basis  of  information  available  at  the  time.  The  author,  its agents, licensee and/or other representatives disclaims any liability 
for loss of damage caused by errors or omissions, whether such errors or omissions resulted from negligence, accident or other causes. Neither the author, its agents, licensee nor 
representatives wil  be liable for any loss or other consequences (whether or not due to the negligence of the author or their agents) arising out of the use of information in this report. 
No responsibility is taken for the accuracy of this information in relation to pricing or functionality of products and services described in this report. Readers should confirm with the 
appropriate service provider as to the validity of the information and any variations which may have taken place since publishing.

Benefit 
The models and roadmaps were created by Titan ICT’s 
Enterprise Architects in collaboration with Rio Tinto  to 
provide confidence that the best fit-for-purpose technol-
ogy and buiness processes were selected. Application 
and infrastructure were aligned with business objectives 
throughout the construction phase which commenced in 
2012 and  continues through to the first ore shipment in 
2015.

Conclusion 
In summary, Rio Tinto were delivered reference models 
and a technical roadmap supporting mine operations in 
Guinea with the capability to adapt with the business, 
enabling a long operational lifecycle with reduced risk.

The roadmap included initiatives to provide a consoli-
dated network and operating model to support mutiple 
business units. 

Figure – Top Level stages of Titan ICT’s Rapid Enterprise Architecture Cycle
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